Functional interaction of hexokinase with ATP requires participation by both small and large lobes of the enzyme: implications for other proteins using the actin fold as a nucleotide binding motif.
The actin fold is a structural motif involved in binding of ATP to an otherwise diverse family of proteins that includes hexokinase, actin, and the 70 kDa heat shock protein. Previous analyses have focused attention on a hydrophobic pocket within the large lobe of hexokinase (and analogous regions in other proteins possessing the actin fold motif) as the-site for binding of the adenine moiety. However, there is reason to believe that binding of the adenine moiety also involves a beta-sheet region located in the small lobe of hexokinase. It is postulated that functional interaction with ATP, required for catalysis, involves interactions with both regions. The expected structural consequences provide a basis for explaining the kinetic mechanism suggested for this enzyme, i.e., although both substrates can bind independently, the preferred kinetic pathway is not random but ordered, with glucose binding first. The structural features postulated to be involved in binding of ATP to hexokinase are also found in other proteins possessing the actin fold motif. Interaction of the nucleotide with the beta-sheet region, analogous to that found in the "small lobe" of hexokinase, may induce functionally important conformational changes in other proteins employing the actin fold as a nucleotide binding motif.